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Abstract. We propose an abstract algebra for reasoning about proba-
bilistic programs in a total-correctness framework. In contrast to probab-
lisitic Kleene algebra it allows genuine reasoning about total correctness
and in addition to Kleene star also has a strong iteration operator. We
dene operators that determine whether a program is enabled, has cer-
tain failure or does not have certain failure, respectively. The algebra
is applied to the derivation of renement rules for probabilistic action
systems.
1 Introduction
There has recently been several examples of abstract algebra as an ecient rea-
soning tool. One of the earliest such abstract algebras is Kleene algebra with
tests that was employed for proving transformation rules of loops [10]. Other
examples include !-algebra, which has been used for proving separation and re-
duction theorems [4], the renement algebras which allow for program reasoning
in a total-correctness environment [22, 23, 20, 19], the probabilistic Kleene alge-
bra used for protocol verication [11], and abstract-algebraic reasoning about
hybrid systems [9]. The merits of the abstract-algebraic approach is that it al-
lows for simple symbol pushing instead of model-theoretic reasoning, and that
it eases comparison of dierent frameworks.
In this paper we present an abstract algebra for reasoning about probabilistic
programs in a total-correctness framework. It lifts the approach in [15] to a
more abstract level, in the same way as [22, 23, 20] lifts the approach in [3].
We propose an axiomatisation which in contrast to probabilistic Kleene algebra
allows genuine reasoning about total correctness and in addition to Kleene star
also has a strong iteration operator. We introduce guards and assertions into the
algebra and also dene operators that determine whether a program is enabled,
has certain failure (will abort with probability one) or does not have certain
failure, respectively.
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Action systems can be used for modeling parallel or distributed systems in
which concurrent behaviour is modeled by interleaving atomic actions [2]. Prob-
abilistic action systems extend action systems to account also for probabilistic
behaviour [18]. Employing the enabledness, the certain-failure operator and the
not certain-failure operator, we show how to, on an abstract level, prove trans-
formation and data renement rules of probabilistic action systems.
In the rst section we present the probabilistic demonic renement algebra.
We then introduce guards and assertions in Sect. 3, and enabledness and failure
operators in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we use the demonic renement algebra to prove
properties of probabilistic action systems on an abstract level: rst we derive a
number of commutativity properties, we then dene probabilistic action systems
and explore their basic properties. Lastly, we verify two data renement rules
using the derived commutativity rules. In Appendix A we present an expecta-
tion transformer model for the probabilistic demonic renement algebra, and we
show how the guards and assertions, enabledness and failure operators can be
interpreted in the concrete model.
2 Probabilistic Demonic Renement Algebra
In this section we introduce a probabilistic demonic renement algebra. It ab-
stracts the concrete expectation-transformer algebra of Meinicke and Hayes [15],
and it is closely related to the abstract algebras presented in [23, 11, 21].
Denition 1. A probabilistic demonic renement algebra (pDRA) is a structure
over the signature
(; ;u; ;! ;>; 1)
satisfying the following axioms and rules
x u (y u z ) = (x u y) u z ; (1)
x u y = y u x ; (2)
x u > = x ; (3)
x u x = x ; (4)
x (yz ) = (xy)z ; (5)
1x = x = x1; (6)
>x = >; (7)
x (y u z ) v xy u xz ; (8)
(x u y)z = xz u yz ; (9)
x  = 1 u xx ; (10)
x  = 1 u x (x u 1); (11)
x v yx u z ) x v yz ; (12)
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x v x (y u 1) u z ) x v zy; (13)
x! = 1 u xx! and (14)
yx u z v x ) y!z v x ; (15)
where the order v is dened by x v y ,df x u y = x : 
We also dene a constant ? by
? =df 1
! (16)
and it is easily veried that
? v x and ?x = ? (17)
hold for any x .
The elements of the carrier set should be seen as probabilistic program state-
ments. The operators should be understood so that u is demonic choice (a choice
we cannot aect and which is not made with respect to any probability) and ;
is sequential composition. The constant > is magic, a program statement that
establishes any postcondition; ? is abort, a program establishing no postcon-
dition; and 1 is skip. If y establishes anything that x does and possibly more,
then x is rened by y: x v y. Weak iteration  (Kleene star) can be seen as an
iteration of any nite length determined by the system. Strong iteration, !, is
an iteration that either terminates or goes on innitely, in which case it aborts.
The dierence between the iteration operators can be demonstrated by the fact
that 1 = 1, whereas 1! = ?. In Appendix A we show how the operators can be
given an interpretation such that the set of sublinear+ expectation transformers
over a nite state space form a pDRA.
We say that an element x is conjunctive if it satises the condition
x (y u z ) = xy u xz (18)
for any y and z in the carrier set. Also, we say that an element x is continuous
if the condition
(8n  x (yn u u) v zxn u vx )) xy!u v z!vx (19)
holds for any y; z ; u and v in the carrier set, and it is cocontinuous if
(8n  yxn u ux v x (zn u v)) ) yux v xzv (20)
holds for any y; z ; u and v in the carrier set.3
3 In the expecation transformer model it can be shown that (18) singles out exactly the
(nitely) conjunctive expectation transformers. Moreover, if the expectation trans-
former under consideration is continuous, then clearly (19) holds, and if it is cocon-
tinuous then (20) holds. It is unknown whether or not our continuity and coconti-
nuity conditions uniquely characterise the continuous, and cocontinuous expectation
transformers respectively. See Appendix A.
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The pDRA diers to probabilistic Kleene algebra [11] in having the strong
iteration operator and in the fact that x> = > is left out. The monodic tree
Kleene algebra [21] is a reduct of our algebra when we drop the strong iteration.
This means that all the results proved in [21] involving the operators u; ; ; ;>
and 1 also hold in our algebra, such as the following.
Proposition 1. For any x and y in the carrier set of a pDRA
(x u y) = x (yx ) and (21)
x (yx ) v (xy)x (22)
hold.
Our axiomatisation extends von Wright's general renement algebra [23] (with
axioms (11) and (13) concering weak iteration) so every proposition proved in
general renement algebra also holds in pDRA. We do for example have the
following properties of strong iteration.
Proposition 2. For any x and y in the carrier set of a pDRA
(x u y)! = x!(yx!)!; (23)
x (yx )! v (xy)!x and (24)
x (yx )! = (xy)!x ; x is conjunctive, (25)
hold.
The denition of a pDRA is thus equivalent to saying that it is an algebra over
the signature (; ;u; ;! ;>; 1) such that the reduct structure over (; ;u; ;>; 1)
is a monodic tree Kleene algebra and the structure over (; ;u; ;! ;>; 1) is a
general renement algebra also satisfying axioms (11) and (13). We exclude the
right annihilation axiom for the same reason it is excluded in the DRA: if we
had right annihilation we would not be able to model non-termination [20].
Note that axioms (11) and (13) have no counterpart for strong iteration. As
in the general renement algebra [23], we do also not have the isolation axiom,
i.e. x! = x!> u x  does not hold in general.
3 Guards and Assertions
We now introduce guards into the algebra.4 This must be done slightly dierently
than in [22, 23], since not every element is conjunctive but we still want guards
to satisfy conjunctivity. Hence, an element g of the carrier set that
{ is conjunctive and
{ has a complement g satisfying gg = > and g u g = 1
4 Guards correspond to the tests of Kleene algebra with tests [10].
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is called a guard. It can be established that the guards form a Boolean alge-
bra over (u; ; ;  ; 1;>), where u is meet, ; is join,  is complement, 1 is the
least element, and > is the greatest element. Every guard is dened to have a
corresponding assertion
g = g? u 1 (26)
and so  is a mapping from guards to a subset of the carrier set: the set of
assertions. Note that (26) is equivalent to g = g? u g:
g? u g
= f[ ? is bottom (17) ]g
g(? u 1) u g
= f[ guards are conjunctive, denition of conjunctivity (18) ]g
g? u g u g
= f[ guard denition ]g
g? u 1:
Intuitively, guards are statements that check if a predicate holds and, if the
predicate holds skip, otherwise they behave like magic. Assertions work in the
same way, except that they abort if the predicate does not hold. It is easy to
show that the assertions have the properties
(g1g2)
 = g1 g

2 = g

1 u g

2 ; g
g = ?; and gg = g (27)
and that
g1 v 1 v g2 (28)
holds for any assertion g1 and any guard g2 [22]. The properties
gg = g and gg = g as well as g? = ? (29)
are also easy to prove and will be used later on.
As already mentioned, in this algebra we have to state that guards are con-
junctive, which is dierent from demonic renement algebra (DRA) where all
elements are assumed to be conjunctive. That also any assertion is conjunctive
is shown by
g(x u y)
, f[ assertion denition (26) ]g
(g? u 1)(x u y)
, f[ left distributivity (9) ]g
g?(x u y) u x u y
, f[ preemption (17), idempotence (4), commutativity (2) ]g
g? u x u g? u y
, f[ preemption (17) ]g
g?x u x u g?y u y
, f[ left distributivity (9), assertion denition (26) ]g
gx u gy:
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4 Enabledness and Failure
In this section we will introduce the enabledness and the failure operators. The
enabledness operator behaves just like in [20] and the not fail operator is a
counterpart to the termination operator of DRA.
4.1 Enabledness
Let  be a unary operator on a pDRA which maps an element of the carrier set
to a guard and satises the axioms
xx = x ; (30)
g v (gx ); (31)
(xy) = (x y) and (32)
x? = x?: (33)
The intuition of x is that it returns a guard that skips in those states from
which x will not terminate miraculously. That is to say, x checks whether the
program is enabled or not.
The fourth axiom (33) is an addition to the axioms originally proposed for
DRA. As discussed in [20] it seems to be underivable from the rst three axioms.
Since it is a desirable property, we state it as an axiom. It is interchangeable
with
(x )x? = ? (34)
as shown by the following. Assuming (34),
x? = x?
, f[ assumption (34) ]g
x (x )x? = x?
, f[ (29) ]g
xx? = x?
, f[ (30) ]g
x? = x?
, f[ reexivity ]g
true;
and assuming (33),
(x )x? = ?
, f[ assumption (33) ]g
(x )x? = ?
, f[ (29) ]g
(x )? = ?
, f[ (29) ]g
true:
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In [16], it was settled that the rst two axioms of  can be replaced by the
equivalence
gx v x , g v x (35)
and, moreover, that the properties
(x u y) = x u y and (36)
x v y ) x v y (37)
hold. The last two properties can be proved following the argumentation of [6]
taking into consideration that guards are conjunctive.
4.2 Termination and Failure
A termination operator,  , is specied in the DRA: when applied to a standard
program, this termination operator returns an assertion that skips in those states
from which the program will terminate, otherwise it aborts [20]. Since proba-
bilistic programs may have some probability in [0::1] of terminating from a given
initial state, there is no equivalent characterisation of a termination operator in
the pDRA that satises the axioms of  in the DRA . A probabilistic termination
operator  , if dened, would return a probabilistic assertion (which is not repre-
sented in our abstract algebra, and is distinct from an assertion) that skips with
a probability equal to the termination probability of the program and aborts
with a probability equal to the probability that the program will not terminate.
As a counterpart to the termination operator in DRA we dene the not fail
operator. We dene it via an abstraction of the fail operator introduced in [15].
The intuition behind the fail operator is a guard that checks whether a program
fails with certainty 1 or not. We shall denote the fail operator by f and dene it
as a mapping from the carrier set to the set of guards that satises
x = fx? u x ; (38)
f(gx )? u 1 v g; (39)
f(x (fy? u 1))? u 1 = f (xy)? u 1; (40)
fx? = x> and (41)
f(x u y)? u 1 = fx? u fy? u 1: (42)
Apart from axioms (38) and (41), the axioms are rather complex, but when we
dene the not certain failure as
nfx = fx

(43)
it turns out that nf satises the the same axioms as the termination operator of
DRA, i.e. axioms (38-42) take the form
x = nfxx ; (44)
nf(gx ) v g; (45)
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nf(xnfy) = nf(xy); (46)
nfx> = x> and (47)
nf(x u y) = nfx u nfy: (48)
Axiom (47) has been added as the dual to (33). It can be shown that
x v gx , nfx v g (49)
is equivalent to the axioms (44-45) and from this the uniqueness of nf follows by
indirect equality.
The failure operator satises
fxx = fx? (50)
as is proved by
true
, f[ (38) ]g
x = fx? u x
) f[ isotony ]g
fxx = fx (fx?u x )
, f[ fx guard, guards conjunctive ]g
fxx = fx fx?u fxx
, f[ fx guard, guards BA ]g
fxx = fx? u fxx
, f[ fx guard, guards conjunctive ]g
fxx = fx (? u x )
, f[ ? is bottom ]g
fxx = fx?:
From this we may derive the property
xn v fx (51)
which is used later on and is proved by
xn
v f[ (28) ]g
fxxn
= f[ (50) ]g
fx?n
= f[ preemption (17) ]g
fx?
v f[ ? v 1, isotony ]g
fx :
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5 Action Systems Abstractly
In this section we apply the algebra to reasoning about probabilistic action
systems. We rst derive a number of commutativity properties. Then we dene
probabilistic action systems in our algebra, upon which we investigate certain
aspects of their basic algebraic structure. We conclude this section by deriving
two data renement rules for probabilistic action systems.
5.1 Commutativity Properties
Many of Meinicke and Hayes's proofs in the concrete expectation transformer
algebra [15] are done on the expectation transformer level (i.e. without going
down to the level of reasoning about expecatations) and they can thus be reused
without further ado in the abstract pDRA. We do for example directly get the
following proposition.
Proposition 3. For any x , y and z in the carrier set of a pDRA
yx v x (z u 1)) yx v xz and (52)
yx v x (z u 1)) y!x v xz! (53)
hold.
The following proposition makes use of our conjunctivity condition (18).
Proposition 4. For any conjunctive x , and any y and z in the carrier set of a
pDRA
yx v xz ) yx v xz; and (54)
yx v xz ) y!z v xz! (55)
hold.
Proof. Given (18), it easy to prove x  = x x u 1 and x v xy u z ) x v zy
for any x ; y and z in the carrier set. This means that we have a DRA, and both
parts can thus be proved in the same way as in [22]. 2
Similarly, the next propostion uses the continuity condition (19).
Proposition 5. For any x , y and z in the carrier set of a pDRA
xy v zx ) xy v zx and (56)
xy v zx ) xy! v z!x ; x is continuous, (57)
hold.
Proof. The rst part can be proved as in [22]. In order to verify the second part,
by (19) with u and v set to 1, it is sucient to show that (8n  x (yn u 1) v
zxn u x ). Assuming xy v zx , we have that for any n,
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x (yn u 1)
v f[ right subdistributivity (8), 1 is unit (6) ]g
xyn u x
v f[ assumption xy v zx ]g
zxn u x :
2
Proposition 6. For any x , y and z in the carrier set of a pDRA
xy v zx ) xy v zx and (58)
yx v x (z u 1)) yx v xz (59)
hold.
Proof. This can be proved exactly as in [15]. 2
Proposition 7. For any x ; y; z ; u and v in the carrier set of a pDRA such that
x is continuous we have that
xy!u v z!vx (60)
provided
xy v zx and (61)
x (fy u u) v vx (62)
hold.
Proof. This can be proved using the continuity condition (19) and following the
lines of the proof in [15]. From the continuity condition, the following derivation
proves the statement. For any n,
x (yn u u)
= f[ idempotence (4) ]g
x (yn u u) u x (yn u u)
v f[ denition of renement, (51), isotony ]g
xyn u x (fy u u)
v f[ assumption, isotony ]g
zxn u vx :
2
Proposition 7 is more general than the theorem presented by Meinicke and
Hayes [15], since u and v are not constrained to be guards. The following propo-
sition is new, it is the weak iteration equivalent of Proposition 7. The abstract
framework allows an elegant proof.
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Proposition 8. For any x ; y; z ; u and v in the carrier set of a pDRA we have
that
xyu v zvx (63)
provided
xy v zx and (64)
x (fy u u) v vx (65)
hold.
Proof. First, we have that
xyu v zvx
( f[ induction (12) ]g
xyu v zxyu u vx
holds. That the antecedent follows from the assumptions is settled by
xyu
= f[ unfolding (10) ]g
x (yy u 1)u
= f[ left distributivity (9), 1 is unit (6) ]g
x (yyu u u)
= f[ idempotence (4) ]g
x (yyu u u) u x (yyu u u)
v f[ denition of renement, (51), isotony ]g
xyyu u x (fy u u)
v f[ assumption ]g
zxyu u vx :
2
Proposition 9. For any x ; y and z in the carrier set and g1 and g2 in the guard
set of a pDRA we have that
(g1y)
! g1x v x (g2z )
! g2 (66)
provided
g1
yx v xg2
z and (67)
x g2 v g1x (68)
hold.
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Proof. First, we have that
(g1y)
! g1x v x (g2z )
! g2
( f[ (15) ]g
g1yx (g2z )
! g2 u g1x v x (g2z )
! g2
holds. That the antecedent follows from the assumptions is settled by
g1yx (g2z )
! g2 u g1x
= f[ (29) ]g
g1g1
yx (g2z )
! g2 u g1x
v f[ assumption, isotony ]g
g1xg2
z (g2z )
! g2 u g1x
= f[ assertion denition (26), left distributivity (9) ]g
g1x ( g2? u g2z (g2z )
! g2) u g1x
v f[ ? v 1, commutativity (2) ]g
g1x (g2z (g2z )
! g2 u g2) u g1x
= f[ left distributivity (9) ]g
g1x (g2z (g2z )
! u 1) g2 u g1x
= f[ unfolding (14) ]g
g1x (g2z )
! g2 u g1x
v f[ (28) ]g
g1x (g2z )
! g2 u g1x g2
= f[ guard denition, preemption (7),> is unit (3) ]g
g1x (g2z )
! g2 u g1x ( g2g2z (g2z )
! u g2)
= f[ guards are conjunctive, denition of conjunctivity (18) ]g
g1x (g2z )
! g2 u g1x g2(g2z (g2z )
! u g2)
= f[ unfolding (14) ]g
g1x (g2z )
! g2 u g1x g2(g2z )
! g2
v f[ assumption, guards BA ]g
g1x (g2z )
! g2 u g1x (g2z )
! g2
= f[ left distributivity (9) ]g
(g1 u g1)x (g2z )
! g2
= f[ guard properties ]g
x (g2z )
! g2:
2
The following proposition is also new, it is the weak iteration equivalent of
Proposition 9.
Proposition 10. For any x ; y and z in the carrier set and g1 and g2 in the
guard set of a pDRA such that x is cocontinuous we have that
(g1y)
 g1x v x (g2z )
 g2 (69)
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holds if
g1
yx v xg2
z and (70)
x g2 v g1x (71)
hold.
Proof. Since x is cocontinuous, we immediately have from our cocontinuity
condition (20) that
(8n  g1yxn u g1x v x (g2zn u g2))) (g1y)
 g1x v x (g2z )
 g2: (72)
What we need to show is thus the antecedent. For any n,
g1yxn u g1x
= f[ (29) ]g
g1g1
yxn u g1x
v f[ assumption, (28), isotony ]g
g1xg2
zn u g1x g2
= f[ assertion denition (26), left distributivity (9) ]g
g1x ( g2? u g2zn) u g1x g2
v f[ ? v 1, commutativity (2) ]g
g1x (g2zn u g2) u g1x g2
= f[ guard denition, preemption (7), > is unit (3) ]g
g1x (g2zn u g2) u g1x ( g2g2zn u g2)
= f[ guards are conjunctive, denition of conjunctivity (18) ]g
g1x (g2zn u g2) u g1x g2(g2zn u g2)
v f[ assumption, guards BA ]g
g1x (g2zn u g2) u g1x (g2zn u g2)
= f[ left distributivity (9) ]g
(g1 u g1)x (g2zn u g2)
= f[ guard properties ]g
x (g2zn u g2):
2
5.2 Probabilistic Action Systems
Action systems can be used for reasoning about parallel or distributed systems
in which concurrent behaviour is modelled by interleaving atomic actions [2].
Probabilistic action systems extend action systems to account also for proba-
bilistic behaviour [18]. In the abstract algebra, probabilistic actions systems can
be encoded exactly like the standard action systems are encoded in [20]. We thus
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have that an action system is a strong iteration of a demonic choice between n
actions that terminates when none of the actions are any longer enabled:
do x1[] : : : []xn od = (x1 u    u xn)
!(x1) : : : (xn):
In [15] the probabilistic action systems were cast in the concrete expectation
transformer algebra in an equivalent way.
We will now discuss two basic transformation rules for probabilistic action
systems. The leapfrog property of action systems,
x ; do y; x od v do x ; y od; x ;
has been shown for standard action systems in the predicate-transformermodel [3]
and in the abstract DRA [20]. Abstract-algebraically it takes the form
x (yx )!(yx ) v (xy)!(xy)x :
Leapfrog for probabilistic action systems was proved in the expectation-transformer
model [14], where it was noted that the property
x (yx ) v (xy)x (73)
needs to be taken as an assumption. For standard programs, the assumption
can be proved to hold in general [3, 20]. The probabilistic action system leapfrog
property can be proved in pDRA just like in DRA [20], but assuming (73). More-
over, by inspecting the proof in [20], it is clear that in pDRA (73) follows from
> v g1x g2 ) g1xg2 v g1x ;
which thus could be taken as an alternative assumption.
The decomposition propery of probabilistic action systems reads:
do x [] y od = do y od; do x ; do y od od;
provided that x excludes y. In the algebra, the property takes the form
(x u y)!x y = y!y(xy!y)!(xy!y) (74)
and the assumption takes the form x = yx The decomposition property can be
proved exactly as in [20], taking into account that guards are conjunctive and
that leapfrog therefore is an equality (cf. Prop 2) [14].
5.3 Data Renement
During the derivation of a program, the process of rening a so called abstract
program by a so called concrete program that uses a dierent data representation
is called data renement. For probabilistic programs y, z and x , the program y
is said to be data rened by z through x if either
xy v zx or yx v xz :
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In the rst instance, probabilistic program x can be seen to represent a (prob-
abilistic) mapping from the concrete state of z to the abstract state of y, and
in the second x can be seen to represent a (probabilistic) mapping from the
abstract state of y to the concrete state of z . We refer to data renement in the
rst instance as upward simulation, and downward simulation in the latter.
The following data renement rules, from the work of Meinicke and Hayes
[15], follow directly from the commutativity rules.
Proposition 11 (upward simulation). For any x ; y and z in the carrier set
of a pDRA such that x is continuous we have that
x do y od v do z od x
provided
xy v zx and (75)
x (fy u y) v zx (76)
hold.
Proof. This follows directly from the denition of action systems, continuity of
x , the assumptions, and Proposition 7. 2
Proposition 12 (downward simulation). For any x , y and z in the carrier
set of a pDRA we have that
do y od x v x do z od
provided
(y)yx v x (z )z and (77)
x z v yx (78)
hold.
Proof. The derivation
do y od x v x do z od
, f[ denition of action system ]g
y!yx v xz!z
, f[ (30) ]g
(yy)!yx v x (zz )!z
, f[ assumptions, Proposition 9 ]g
true
proves the claim. 2
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6 Concluding Remarks and Outlook
In this paper we showed that abstract-algebraic reasoning also works well when
probabilistic programs are considered. We proposed an algebra facilitating total-
correctness and having the strong iteration operator. As an application, action
systems were cast in the abstract algebra and two data renement rules were
derived, after a number of commutativity properties rst had been proved (two
of which were new).
This research could be taken further in several directions. One direction
would be to introduce angelic choice into the algebra in the same way as it
was introduced in demonic renement algebra [19]. This could be done either by
axiomatising it in its own right or by dening it with the aid of some counterpart
to the negation operator (also see [19]). Another direction would be to consider
probabilistic choice abstractly. It would also be interesting to apply the algebra
to more elaborate case studies.
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A Expectation Transformers as Model
We give an expectation transformer model for the probabilistic demonic rene-
ment algebra, and we look at how the guards and assertions, enabledness, and
the failure operators can be interpreted as expectation transformers.
A.1 Expectation Transformers
Standard (non-probabilistic) programs that may exhibit nondeterministic choice
and program abortion may be modelled in a total correctness framework using
predicate transformers [7]. Similarly, programs in which discrete probabilistic
choices may also be made, may be described using expectation transformers [17,
13]. We use the same expectation transformer model as Meinicke and Hayes [15,
14], which extends the work of McIver and Morgan [17, 13], so that miraculous
program behaviour may be expressed.
An expectation on a state space , is a function from  to R10, where R0 is
the set of positive real numbers and R10 is dened as R0[f1g. Fig. 1 formally
denes the set of expectations, and operators that are dened on them. The set
of predicates on a state space , P, are a subset of expectations:  ! f0; 1g.
We use 1 to represent the boolean value true and 0 to represent false. Given a
state space , predicate True is dened as ( :   1), and False is dened as
(  :   0). For predicates we use the operator ^ to mean u, _ to mean t,
and ) to mean . The set of all expectations on any given state space  forms
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Let  and  be of type E, p and q be of type P, c be a constant of type R10, and
c0 be of type R0. When applied to real numbers, u is the minimum operator (meet),
t is the maximum operator (join), and  denotes multiplication. We dene 0  1
as 0.
E  ! R10 P  ! f0; 1g
   (8 :   :   :) p ) q p  q
 u  ( :   : u  :) p ^ p p u q
 t  ( :   : t  :) p _ q p t q
  ( :   :   :) True ( :   1)
  c ( :   :  c) False ( :   0)
	 c0 ( :   (:   c0) t 0)
: ( :   1  :)
Fig. 1. Expectation notation.
a complete lattice, where the top expectation is (  :   1), and the least
expectation is False.
An expectation transformer is a function S of type E ! E, where  is any
state space. Expectation transformers are the probabilistic equivalent of pred-
icate transformers in the renement calculus [1]: given a predicate transformer
S , a predicate p, and an initial state , S :p: is true if S is guaranteed to ter-
minate in a state satisfying p from , and false otherwise. Given an expectation
transformer S , a predicate p, and an initial state , S :p: species the least
probability that S will terminate in a state satisfying p from . More generally,
for any expectation , S :: returns the least expectation of  in program S
from . For example, S :(  :x ): returns the least average value of variable
x produced by S from .
The three distinguished expectation transformers abort, magic and skip, and
the four operators that are dealt with in this paper are dened in Fig. 2. An
expectation transformer S on state space  is rened by T , written S v T ,
when (8 : E  S :  T :). The set of expectation transformers forms a
complete lattice with least element abort, and greatest element magic. Given an
expectation , abort: is the least expectation, False, and magic is the great-
est expectation, (  :   1). We say that an expectation transformer S is
miraculous from state  if (8 : E  S :: =1).
The iteration operators, ! and , are dened using the least, , and greatest,
, xed point operators, respectively. A discrete probabilistic choice operator
may also be dened using expectation transformers (also see Fig. 2). This op-
erator is not lifted to the abstract algebra. Intuitively, from initial state , the
probabilistic choice statement Sp T , performs S with probability p:, and T
with probability 1  p:. It is important to note that, for any expectation trans-
former S , expectation transformer Sp magic is miraculous from states  at
which p: does not equal one. More generally, from a given initial state , an
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expectation transformer S is either miraculous, or it is not. This property proves
to be important to our denition of enabledness, and its subsequent properties.
Let p be a predicate on state space ;  and  be expectations of type E; S and T
be expectation transformers of type E ! E.
assertion fg:   :   :  :
guard [p]:   :   if p: then : else 1
bottom abort: False
top magic: ( :   1)
unit of composition skip: 
sequential composition (S ; T ): S :(T : )
demonic choice (S u T ): S : u T : 
probabilistic choice (Sp S
0): (fpg; S): + (f:pg; S 0): 
strong iteration (S!): (X  S ; X u skip):)
weak iteration (S): (X  S ; X u skip):
Fig. 2. Weakest expectation semantics for probabilistic operators.
Fig. 3 denes healthiness properties for expectation transformers. Standard
(non-probabilistic) programs that may include demonic, but not angelic nonde-
terminism are characterised by the conjunctive predicate transformers, likewise
the properties that characterise probabilistic programs on nite state spaces that
may include discrete probabilistic choice and demonic, but not angelic nondeter-
minism, are sublinearity and innite scaling, which we refer to as sublinearity+ [14]5.
Let Stran be the set of sublinear
+ expectation transformers over a state
space. It may be veried that (Stran ;u; ; ;
!; ;magic; skip) is a pDRA when 
is nite.6 It is clear that abort models ?, since it can be shown that skip! = abort.
Sublinearity implies isotony [17] and 01-feasibility [14]. The 01-feasibility
property states that, from a given initial state , an expectation transformer S
is either miraculous, or it is feasible. An expectation transformer S is feasible
from a given initial state  if (8  S ::  (u  :)).7
5 Morgan and McIver [12, 13] showed, for their original denition of expectation trans-
formers, that sublinearity (where the scaling factors may not be innite) characterises
the set of programs which may be expressed using the relational probabilistic model
of He et al. [8]: a model that captures probabilistic and demonic behaviour, but not
magical behaviour. The sublinear+ expectation transformers presented here can be
shown to characterise an extension of He's model to include magic [14].
6 When  is innite, then it may also be easily veried that all axioms other than
(11) and (13) hold. Meinicke and Hayes [15] have veried that axioms (11) and (13)
are valid when  is nite: it remains as an open problem to verify that these two
axioms hold when  is innite.
7 If an expectation transformer S is feasible from  then it is strict from , that is
S :False: = 0.
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Sublinearity+ does not imply conjunctivity: there are sublinear+ expectation
transformers that are not conjunctive (see for example [15])8. Right distributivity
characterises conjunctive expectation transformers: for conjunctive expectation
transformer R, we have that for any expectation transformers S and T , and any
expectation ,
(R; (S u T )):
= f[ denition of sequential composition and demonic choice ]g
R:(S : uT :)
= f[ conjunctivity of R ]g
R:(S :) u R:(T :)
= f[ denition of sequential composition and demonic choice ]g
(R; S u R; T ):
and for right distributive expectation transformer R, and any expectations  and
 , let S and T be expectation transformers, such that S : =  and T : =  ,
for an expectation . We then have that,
R:( u  )
= f[ denition of S , T and  ]g
R:(S : uT :)
= f[ denition of demonic choice and sequential composition ]g
(R; (S u T )):
= f[ assumption R is right distributive ]g
(R; S u R; T ):
= f[ denition of demonic choice and sequential composition ]g
R:(S :) u R:(T :)
= f[ denition of S and T and  ]g
R: u R: :
The continuous, sublinear+ expectation transformers satisfy continuity con-
dition (19), and the cocontinuous, sublinear+ expectation transformers satisfy
the cocontinuity condition (20). The proofs of these require the use of the fusion
lemma [1] (attributed to Kleene), which states that for any monotonic functions
h :  !   , f :  !  and g :   !   , on complete lattices  and   , if h is
continuous then,
(h  f v g  h) ) (h:( :f ) v  :g); (79)
and if h is cocontinuous then,
(g  h v h  f ) ) (:g v h:(:f )): (80)
8 We have dened conjunctivity to be what is more commonly known as nite con-
junctivity.
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They also require the following equalities to be known [15]. For any monotonic
expectation transformers S and T ,
S!; T = (X  S ; X u T ) and (81)
S ; T = (X  S ; X uT ): (82)
Using these lemmas, we now verify condition (20) for the cocontinuous, sublinear+ ex-
pectation transformers. Given a cocontinuous, sublinear+ expectation trans-
former R, we have that for any sublinear+ expectation transformers S , T , U ,
and V ,
S ; U ; R v R; T ; V
, f[ (82) ]g
(X  S ; X u U ; R) v R; (X  T ; X u V )
( f[ from cocontinuity of R, (X  R; X ) is cocontinuous [14],
expectation transformers form a complete lattice, fusion (80) ]g
(X  S ; X u U ; R)  (X  R; X ) v
(X  R; X )  (X  T ; X u V )
, f[ function application ]g
(X  S ; R; X u U ; R) v (X  R; (T ; X u V ))
, f[ equality dened pointwise over functions ]g
(8X  S ; R; X u U ; R v R; (T ; X u V )):
Condition (19) may be veried to be correct for the continuous, sublinear+ ex-
pectation transformers in a similar way. Since we have that all sublinear+ expec-
tation transformers on nite state spaces are cocontinuous [15], we have that all
sublinear+ expectation transformers on nite state spaces satisfy property (20).
A.2 Guards and Assertions
Expectation-transformer guards and assertions are dened in Fig. 2. Expecta-
tion transformers that satisfy the guard axioms correspond to the expectation
transformer guards. Complement, , is dened on guards by [p] =df [:p]. We
may demonstrate that guards are conjunctive as follows. For any guard [p], we
have that for all expectation transformers S , T , and any expectation ,
([p]; (S u T )):
= f[ denition of sequential composition ]g
[p]:((S u T ):)
= f[ denition of demonic choice ]g
[p]:(S : u T :)
= f[ denition of guard ]g
(   if p: then S :: u T :: else 1)
= f[ u is dened pointwise over expectations ]g
(   if p: then S :: else 1) u (  if p: then T :: else 1)
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Let S be an expectation transformer, c1 and c2 be constants of type R
1
0, c be a constant
of type R0, 1, 2, and  be expectations, B be a directed set of expectations, and B
0
be a co-directed set of expectations. For any subset B of a partially ordered set A, B is
directed if it is non-empty and (8;  : B  (9  : B   v  ^  v )). It is codirected
if it is non-empty and (8;  : B  (9  : B   v  ^  v )) [5].
(c1  S :(1) + c2  S :(2))	 c  S :((c1  1 + c2  2)	 c) (sublinearity)
S :(1 ) =1 S : (innite scaling)
1  2 ) S :1  S :2 (isotony)
(8  (8  S ::  (u  :)) _ (8  S :: = 1)) (01-feasibility)
S :1 u S :2 = S :(1 u 2) (conjunctivity)
S :(t : B  ) = (t : B  S :) (continuity)
S :(u : B0  ) = (u : B0  S :) (cocontinuity)
Fig. 3. Healthiness properties for expectation transformers.
= f[ denition of guard ]g
[p]:(S :) u [p]:(T :)
= f[ denition of sequential composition ]g
([p]; S ): u ([p]; T ):
For any guard g interpreted as an expectation transformer guard [p], g is
interpreted as fpg (which equals [:p]; abort u skip). Unlike guards, we have
specied that expectation transformer assertions may be dened using expecta-
tions other than predicates [15]. Since assertions are dened using guards in our
abstract algebra, we have that the set of assertions that may be expressed ab-
stractly corresponds to those which are dened using predicates in the concrete
model.
Guards and assertions specied using predicates satisfy the same basic prop-
erties as guards and assertions in the predicate transformer model [15]. For
example, for predicates p and q,
[p] v [q] , q  p; (83)
fpg v fqg , p  q and (84)
fpg; fqg = fp ^ qg: (85)
A.3 Enabledness
The miracle guard of an expectation transformer S , gd:S is dened as [15]
(  :   S :False: = 0)
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Intuitively, gd:S is a predicate that species those start states from which S
does not behave miraculously. The miracle guard is used to interpret the en-
abledness operator. To do this, it is lifted to the expectation transformer level:
if x is interpreted as the expectation transformer S , x is interpreted as [gd:S ].
We may verify that the interpretation indeed satises axioms (30{33). The va-
lidity of these axioms, with respect to our interpretation, is strongly dependent
on the way in which miraculous behaviour may be expressed in the model. In
particular, it relies on the fact that sublinear expectation transformers satisfy
the 01-feasibility property.
Let S be an expectation transformer, and p be a predicate.
Axiom (30) (also appears in [14]):
[gd:S ]; S = S
, f[ renement ordering ]g
(8  ([gd:S ]; S ): = S :)
, f[ denition of sequential composition and guard ]g
(8  (  if gd:S : then S :: else 1) = S :)
, f[ expectation ordering dened pointwise ]g
(8;   if gd:S : then S :: = S :: else 1 = S ::)
, f[ simplify ]g
(8;   :gd:S : ) (S :: = 1))
, f[ gd denition ]g
(8;   (S :False: 6= 0)) (S :: =1))
, f[ sublinear expectation transformers satisfy the 01-feasibility property ]g
(8;   (S :False: = 1)) (S :: = 1))
, f[ False is bottom expectation, isotony ]g
true:
Axiom (31):
[p] v [gd:([p]; S )]
, f[ (83) ]g
gd:([p]; S )) p
, f[ denition of gd ]g
(   ([p]; S ):False: = 0)) p
, f[ denition of sequential composition and guard ]g
(   if p: then (S :False: = 0) else (1 = 0))) p
, f[ ordering on expectations is dened pointwise ]g
(8  if p: then (S :False: = 0)) p: else (1 = 0)) p:)
, f[ simplify ]g
(8  p: ^ (S :False: = 0)) p:)
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, f[ logic ]g
true:
The verication of axiom (32) uses the interpreted equality of axiom (33); to
avoid circular reasoning the derivation of (33) does not depend on this.
Axiom (32):
[gd:(S ; T )] = [gd:(S ; [gd:T ])]
, f[ (83) ]g
gd:(S ; T ) = gd:(S ; [gd:T ]):
This is veried by
gd:(S ; [gd:T ])
= f[ denition of gd ]g
(   (S ; [gd:T ]):False: = 0)
= f[ denition of abort and sequential composition ]g
(   (S ; [gd:T ]; abort):True: = 0)
= f[ axiom (33) ]g
(   (S ; T ; abort):True: = 0)
= f[ denition of abort and sequential composition ]g
(   (S ; T ):False: = 0)
= f[ denition of gd ]g
gd:(S ; T ):
Axiom (33):
[gd:S ]; abort = S ; abort
, f[ renement ordering ]g
(8  ([gd:S ]; abort): = (S ; abort):)
, f[ denition of abort ]g
(8  [gd:S ]:False = S :False)
, f[ denition of guard ]g
(8  (  if gd:S : then False: else 1) = S :False)
, f[ denition of gd ]g
(8  (  if (S :False: = 0) then 0 else 1) = S :False)
, f[ sublinear expectation transformers satisfy 01-feasibility property ]g
true:
A.4 Certain Failure
The failure guard of an expectation transformer S , fail:S is dened as [15]
(  :   S :True: = 0):
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The failure guard of an expectation transformer S is a standard predicate which
species those states from which S will certainly abort. The failure guard is used
to model the certain failure operator, and the not certain failure operator: if x
is interpreted as the expectation transformer S , then fx is [fail:S ], and nfx is
f:fail:Sg. The not certain failure (and hence the certain failure) axioms may be
veried with respect to this denition.
Let S and T be expectation transformers, and p be a predicate.
Axiom (44):
S = f:fail:Sg; S
, f[ renement ordering ]g
(8  S : = (f:fail:Sg; S ):)
, f[ denition of sequential composition and failure guard ]g
(8  S : = f(  S :True: 6= 0)g:(S :))
, f[ denition of assertion over predicates ]g
(8  S : = (  if (S :True: 6= 0) then S :: else 0))
, f[ ordering of expectations dened pointwise ]g
(8;   if (S :True: 6= 0) then S :: = S :: else S :: = 0)
, f[ simplify ]g
(8;   (S :True: = 0)) (S :: = 0))
, f[ 1 0 = 0 ]g
(8;   (1 S :True: = 0)) (S :: = 0))
, f[ denition of scalar multiplication ]g
(8;   ((1  S :True): = 0)) (S :: = 0))
, f[ innite scaling ]g
(8;   (S :(   1): = 0)) (S :: = 0))
, f[ (  1) is top expectation and isotony ]g
true:
Axiom (45):
f:fail:(fpg; S )g v fpg
, f[ (84) ]g
:fail:(fpg; S )) p
, f[ denition of failure guard ]g
(   (fpg; S ):True: 6= 0)) p
, f[ denition of sequential composition and assertion ]g
(   if p: then S :True: 6= 0 else (0 6= 0))) p
, f[ ordering on expectations dened pointwise ]g
(8  if p: then (S :True: 6= 0)) p: else false ) p:)
, f[ simplify ]g
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(8  p: ^ (S :True: 6= 0)) p:)
, f[ logic ]g
true:
Axiom (46):
f:fail:(S ; f:fail:Tg)g = f:fail:(S ; T )g
, f[ (84) ]g
:fail:(S ; f:fail:Tg) = :fail:(S ; T ):
Expanding the LHS:
:fail:(S ; f:fail:Tg)
= f[ denition of failure guard ]g
(   (S ; f:fail:Tg):True: 6= 0)
= f[ denition of failure guard, sequential composition and assertion ]g
(   (S :(   if T :True: 6= 0 then 1 else 0): 6= 0))
= f[ 1 0 = 0 ]g
(   1 (S :(  if T :True: 6= 0 then 1 else 0): 6= 0))
= f[ denition of scalar multiplication ]g
(   (1  S :(  if T :True: 6= 0 then 1 else 0)): 6= 0)
= f[ innite scaling, 1 0 = 0 ]g
(   S :(  if T :True: 6= 0 then 1 else 0): 6= 0):
And, expanding the RHS:
:fail:(S ; T )
= f[ denition of failure guard ]g
(   (S ; T ):True: 6= 0)
= f[ denition of sequential composition ]g
(   S :(T :True): 6= 0)
= f[ 1 0 = 0 ]g
(   1 S :(T :True): 6= 0)
= f[ denition of scalar multiplication ]g
(   (1  S :(T :True)): 6= 0)
= f[ innite scaling, 1 0 = 0 ]g
(   S :(  if T :True: 6= 0 then 1 else 0): 6= 0):
Axiom (47):
f:fail:Sg; magic = S ; magic
, f[ renement ordering ]g
(8  (f:fail:Sg; magic): = (S ; magic):)
, f[ denition of magic ]g
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(8  f:fail:Sg:(  1) = S :(  1))
, f[ denition of assertion on predicate and failure guard ]g
(8  (  (if S :True: 6= 0) then 1 else 0) = S :(   1))
, f[ innite scaling ]g
(8  (  (if S :True: 6= 0) then 1 else 0) =1  S :True)
, f[ 1 0 = 0, denition of scalar multiplication ]g
true:
Axiom (48):
f:fail:(S u T )g = f:fail:Sg u f:fail:Tg
, f[ (85) ]g
f:fail:(S u T )g = f:fail:S ^ :fail:Tg
, f[ (84) ]g
:fail:(S uT ) = :fail:S ^ :fail:T :
This is veried by the following:
:fail:(S uT )
= f[ denition of failure guard ]g
(   (S u T ):True: 6= 0)
= f[ denition of demonic choice, simplify ]g
(   (S :True: 6= 0) ^ (T :True: 6= 0))
= f[ denition of failure guard ]g
:fail:S ^ :fail:T :
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